Kosmoon Studio
Confidentiality and Privacy policy

This Privacy Policy governs the manner in which Kosmoon Studio collects, uses,
maintains and discloses information collected from “Players” (each, a "Player") of the
and Astrogon game on Google Play store, Apple Store, and Facebook Instant game
(all referred to as the “Game”) and http://www.astrogon.com website (the “Site).
This confidentiality and privacy policy applies to the Site and all products and services
offered by Kosmoon Studio.
Identification information
Kosmoon Studio may collect personal identification information from Players in
different manners, including, but not limited to, when Players visit our Site or Game,
sign up on the Site or Game, and in connection with other activities, services,
features or resources we make available on our Site or Game.
Players may be asked to provide, if necessary, name. Players may anonymously,
however, visit Kosmoon Studio Site. Kosmoon Studio collects personal identification
information from Players only if they submit themselves and voluntarily the
information to Kosmoon Studio.
Players may refuse to provide for personal identification information, unless the
access to certain Site functionalities or Game requires it. In such case they are free
not to use such functionality or game.
Non-personal information
Kosmoon Studio is entitled and may collect non-personal identification information
about Players whenever they visit the Site or Game.

Such information can include browser name, computer type or technical information
about Players means of connection to our Site, such as the operating system and the
Internet service providers used or similar information.
Cookies (not those that your mama usually cooks)
Kosmoon Studio Site can use "cookies" to improve Player experience. Player’s web
browser places cookies on their hard drive for recording purposes and also to track
relevant information. Player can choose on their web browser to refuse such cookies,
or to be warned when cookies are being sent. If so, please note that parts of the Site
may not be functional.
Data deletion request
Player can request complete deletion of their data and information collected by
sending an email to contact@astrogon.com
Use of collected information
Kosmoon Studio may collect and use personal information for the following use:
● To operate and run Kosmoon Studio Site, information about display content
may be needed.
● To enhance customer service Information (information provided helps
Kosmoon Studio to respond to customer service requests and more efficiently
support needs).
● To personalize Player experience Kosmoon Studio may use information to
better understand how our Players use the services and resources provided on
our Site or Game,
● To improve the quality of the Site or Game Kosmoon Studio can use feedbacks
provided,
● In order to proceed to payments Kosmoon Studio can use information
provided while placing order for the sake of responding to that order.

● To manage Game reviews and ratings, Kosmoon Studio may use third party
service providers to help us manage product reviews and ratings left by
Players.

Information protection
Kosmoon Studio adopts a strict and thorough data collection, storage, processing
practices and security measures in order to protect Players against unauthorized
access, disclosure, destruction or alteration of personal information, username,
password, transaction information and data stored on Site or Game.
Sharing personal information
Kosmoon Studio does not sell, trade, or rent Players personal identification
information in any whatsoever manner. Kosmoon Studio may nevertheless share
generic aggregated demographic information not directly linked to personal
identification information provided regarding Players with our business partners,
trusted affiliates and advertisers for the purposes abovementioned.
Third party websites
Players may find advertising or other content on Kosmoon Studio Site or Game that
lead to the other sites, products or services of our partners, suppliers, advertisers,
sponsors, licensors and other third parties. Kosmoon Studio does not take
responsibility for the content that in entailed in those websites and shall not be held
responsible for the content included in websites that link to Kosmoon Studio Site our
Game.
In addition, these sites or services, including their content and links, may be
constantly changing. These sites and services may have their own privacy policies and
customer service policies. Browsing and interaction on any other website, including

websites which have a link to our Site, is subject to that website's own terms and
policies.
Advertising Ads may appear on Kosmoon Studio Site or Game and advertising
partners may set cookies in order for the ad server to recognize computer
identification; these partners may compile non personal identification information
about Players in order to deliver later more precise and targeted advertisements
considered by those partners more relevant and accurate.
Kosmoon Studio confidentiality and privacy policy does not cover the use of cookies
by any advertisers.
Google Adsense
Ads may be served by Google.
Google may use DART cookies in order to enable it to serve ads to Players based on
visit to our Site or Game and other sites on the Internet.
DART uses "non personally identifiable information" and does NOT track personal
information, such as your name, email address, physical address....
Players may opt out the use of DART cookie by visiting the Google ad and content
network privacy policy at http://www.google.com/ privacy_ads.html
For information, Third Party, Services, Ads and Analytics Ad companies can use and
collect anonymous data about Players interests in order to customize content and
advertise on our Site and Game and other websites.
Interests and location data may be related to device, but is not related to identity.
Analytics companies may access anonymous data (IP address or device ID) to help
Kosmoon Studio to understand better how our Game or Site are used.
Analytics companies solely use data on our behalf for that purpose, and do not share
it except in aggregate form; for the sake of clarity, no data is shared regarding any
individual user.

The use of information by Analytics Companies is subject to agreements that require
keeping the information confidential. Our suppliers commit to take reasonable steps
to keep safely data held on our behalf.
Children protection
Protecting children’s privacy is really crucial for Kosmoon Studio. Therefore,
Kosmoon Studio never collect or maintain information on our Site or Game from
children under 13 (at least when Player declare to be under 13), and does not take
step on the Site or Game to specifically attract children under 13.
Changes to this confidentiality and privacy policy
Kosmoon Studio may at its discretion update this confidentiality and privacy policy at
any time.
Kosmoon Studio will post a notification on the main page of our Site when such an
update is performed.
Kosmoon Studio encourages Players to frequently check the present page in order to
to remain informed about our confidentiality and privacy policy and how their
collected personal information is protected.
Player acknowledges and agrees their plain responsibility to regularly read this
privacy policy and to be aware of any modification.
Any Player accepts these confidentiality and privacy policy terms automatically by
using this Site or Game.
If a Player does not agree to this policy, She/he shall not use the Site or Game.
Continued use of the Site or Game following modifications of this policy, will be
deemed as and acceptance of these changes.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or remarks regarging
this confidentiality and privacy policy, by writing an email to the following address:
studio@kosmoon.fr
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